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Abstract Many software systems have been created to
help the emergency responders in their activities all
over the world. These systems are usually dedicated to
a specific emergency situation or emergency response
sector. Exchange of information between the different
systems is difficult or not possible. While much progress
is observed in accessing and sharing existing data, man-
agement of field (or dynamic) data is often overlooked.
A lot of information coming from the field operations
is either not archived or is stored in an unstructured
way. This makes the analysis of data a difficult and
slow process. This paper presents a data model for the
management of dynamic data. The data model captures
the situational information—incident and its effect—
and the operational information—-processes activated,
people and departments involved. New data types are
created for temporal and spatiotemporal information:
dynamic counts, e.g. the number of injured or missing
people, moving point and moving region, e.g. the posi-
tion of vehicles or people and the gas plume. The model
is derived from the emergency response procedure in
the Netherlands. The information needs resulting from
this procedure are, in a large part, valid for emergency
situations everywhere, therefore the model can be eas-
ily adapted for other countries.
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Introduction
The first hours after a disaster strikes are not only
very chaotic and difficult but also the most important
for successfully fighting the consequences, saving hu-
man lives and reducing damages in public and private
properties (Diehl and van der 2005; Rao et al. 2007;
Zlatanova and Fabbri 2009). Usually several primary
organisations are involved in the first-response opera-
tions such as the fire brigade, paramedics, police and
municipality. Depending on the scale of the disaster,
other organisations, e.g. civil protection centres, de-
fence units or Red Cross, might be involved as well. All
these organisations rely on well-defined policies and
procedures, as well as on the most complete and up-
to-date information about an incident.
A multitude of systems are developed to facilitate
the operations during an emergency response. These
systems are created for specific types of disasters
(Benjamin 2009; Chen et al. 2008; Skhal 2006) or as
solutions to different problems in emergency response
by use of a specific technology (Bahrepour et al. 2010;
Erman-Tüysüz and Havinga 2010; Madey et al. 2006;
Malizia et al. 2010; Zografos and Androutsopoulos
2008). The works presented in Jennex (2007), Kovel
(2000) and Turoff et al. (2004) offer a holistic approach
to the design of emergency systems, providing a frame-
work, principles and requirements for such systems. A
complete inventory of the information needed during
the emergency response is still lacking. This is because
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of the large variety of types and scales of disasters and
the diverse views and interpretations of the different
emergency response sectors.
One of the important factors in any emergency re-
sponse operation is the situational awareness, which
can be created only after careful analysis of all the
available information (existing and dynamically created
in the field). While a lot of progress has been made
to access and share existing spatial data (DHS-GDM
2009; Mansourian et al. 2005) or real-time sensor infor-
mation, some dynamic data such as location/tracking
of rescue units, plume movement, flood area changes,
etc. are still underestimated. Dynamic data are usu-
ally stored as a collection of files without a specific
structure. The structuring would facilitate a fast access
to a desired piece of information as well as the au-
tomation of data analysis and its use in the decision-
making process. A database system is perfectly suited
for these as an organised way of storing the data, having
mechanisms that enable fast access, and functionality
for the analysis of data.
This paper presents the conceptual and logical data-
base schemas for the dynamic information created
during emergency response. These are the result of
a thorough investigation of user requirements (Diehl
et al. 2006; Snoeren 2006; Snoeren et al. 2007) collected
from all the primary emergency response sectors in the
Netherlands. The information needs were translated
into a conceptual data model, followed by the logical
data model and its implementation in Oracle Spatial.
A first version of this model was presented in Dilo
and Zlatanova (2008) containing information from a
part of emergency response sectors. This paper elab-
orates on further developments of the model, which
includes the information from all the primary sectors.
The dynamic data modelled here, together with exist-
ing data, which are accessed via Web services, are to
be used in an emergency response system. Tasks per-
formed by different actors in the emergency response
are translated to context-aware services, which use the
dynamic and the existing data, and are accessed via
well-designed user interfaces (Scholten et al. 2008).
The following section summarises the information
needs for the emergency response. ‘Data model for
dynamic information’ presents the developments in the
conceptual model and elaborates on the contribution
and the views of different emergency response sectors
over the (complete) data model. ‘Implementation of
the model’ discusses the Oracle Spatial implementa-
tion of the data model and presents some examples
of querying the data. The last section concludes with
analysis of the development and outlines directions for
further development and research.
Information needs
A disaster incident in the Netherlands is man-
aged through legally established processes (Diehl and
van der 2005; Diehl et al. 2006; Dilo and Zlatanova
2008). The processes define the responsibilities of the
first responders (on land): fire brigade, paramedics, po-
lice and municipality. They are defined to deal mainly
with small and medium disasters, therefore the term
used is ‘incident’. Although aimed for all kinds of dis-
asters, these processes do not define the responsibilities
of other institutions, e.g. military forces and Red Cross,
that are often involved in large disasters. Each process
has a well-defined objective, which realisation requires
certain information and often produces information
during its execution.
The information needed for emergency response
(ER) is grouped into two large categories: static in-
formation, i.e. existing prior to disasters, and dynamic
information that is collected during a disaster incident.
The static information consists of: reference data, e.g.
topographic maps, aerial photographs and height data;
managerial and administrative data, e.g. census data
and administrative borders; risk maps containing dan-
gerous settlements, e.g. gas stations, storage places of
dangerous goods and vulnerable objects, e.g. schools
and nursing homes; utility networks, e.g. gas, water,
electricity; cadastre containing owners and cadastral
boundaries. Most of these data are commonly available
in topographic, cadastre and municipality offices, as
well as in private companies. Some information can
be specific for an emergency sector. For example, ac-
cessibility maps for buildings and industrial terrains
and water sources (fire hydrants, un-covered water and
drilled water well) are created for the needs of the fire
brigade.
Dynamic information is collected during a disas-
ter incident from the processes activated to handle
it. Processes are grouped into four clusters according
to the ER sector that is mainly responsible for them,
fire brigade, paramedics, police or municipality. The
information collected from the processes of one cluster
is used inside this cluster and the other clusters as well.
This information consists of situational information,
about the incident and its effect, and operational in-
formation, about the processes activated to handle an
incident, responsible departments and persons together
with their roles. Examples of situational information
are: type, scale and affected area of an incident; casual-
ties as number of trapped, missing and injured people;
a set of measurements that is performed in case of
detection of dangerous substances in the air, water or in
the ground. Examples of operational information are: a
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process that started to handle a disaster and the time it
is active; a department responsible for a process; and a
team that performed a measurement. As investigations
have shown (Snoeren 2006; Snoeren et al. 2007) much
of this information is common for all the emergency
response processes. Most of the information produced
during emergency response is temporal, i.e. it is chang-
ing with time, and we need to keep track of changes.
Some additional information might be important to
share with emergency responders, e.g. in case of flood,
velocity and water depth as well as flood pattern; for an
aircraft incident, the type of plane, its function (cargo,
military or civilian), the number of people on board or
the type of fuel and volume. Such information has to be
gathered from other organisations than primary emer-
gency sectors. For example, information about the ac-
tual water levels and the likelihood of a flood are to be
obtained from the Ministry of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management. The model that is described in
this paper is restricted to information collected by the
first emergency responders. The additional information
will be accessed via web services, as well as the static
information, and merged with the information coming
from the first emergency responders from the services
provided via the user interfaces.
An incident could be hypothetical, e.g. a forthcoming
large concert or important football match, or a real
incident, e.g. serious traffic accident, explosion, gas
leakage, a train or a plane crash. The real incident starts
with a call to the call centre. The call is dispatched
to the emergency response units in the corresponding
safety region. Based on the type of the incident, several
processes are activated, each process involving one or
more departments. Dependent on the severity and scale
of the incident (defined in the GRIP levels (Diehl et al.
2006)), more safety regions, ministries or private and
public organisations can be involved. Beside individual
roles, the processes define roles for teams. All processes
require information to complete the tasks. Several
processes ‘produce’ data, which should be collected and
reported to the control and commando centre. The
produced data are related to the incident description
and its effects, damages, locations of rescue teams,
measurements, etc. The information is reported either
as a free text, a drawing, or via filling out a template.
For example, when the incident involves release of
dangerous substances, a template for measurements is
in use. Several measurement teams are formed and sent
in the field to perform measurements, from which the
shape and the direction of movement of the gas plume
is derived.
The way that information is reported is not of impor-
tance for the model. However, if templates are used, the
intention was to preserve the structure of the template.
Additionally, only sensors that are in possession of the
emergency responders are considered. For example,
data from optical (images and video) or range (laser
scan data) sensors are not modelled.
Data model for dynamic information
We used Unified Modelling Language (UML) profiles
for database design to model the ER dynamic data
and Enterprise Architect as the modelling tool (Sparks
2001).
Conceptual schema
Figure 1 is the UML class diagram presenting the con-
ceptual model for the ER dynamic information. Central
to the model are incidents and processes. An Incident
can be a RealIncident or Hypothetical. A real incident is
often started from complaints of citizens; many inci-
dents, e.g. gas leakage or fire, may create breathing or
eye troubles and the citizens are encouraged to report
this to the call centre. The association ReportAbout con-
nects Complaints to the RealIncidents for which they are
made. Several complaints can arrive for an incident, as
shown from the cardinality of ReportAbout association.
Class Incident contains information about: incidentID that
is a number for identifying an incident, location of the
incident, the fenced area, start and end time, and a text
description for the incident (see Fig. 2). A RealIncident is
characterised by the type of the disaster incident, which
may change during the incident, the affected area by the
incident, which is also dynamic (i.e. it changes in time),
an estimation of the threatened area together with the
estimation time, GRIP level and scale of the incident,
both (possibly) changing in time, the escalation risk as
a word description and the area to be evacuated.
The class Sectormal represents a template used by
the person receiving the emergency call; it is created
in case the incident involves spreading of dangerous
substances in the air. It allows defining approximately
the affected area based on information received from
the complaints and meteorological information. The
information from Sectormal is used to determine loca-
tions where measurements have to be performed. Mea-
surement tasks are compiled according to the situation.
Measurements are performed following the task, which
results are stored in Measurement. These are used to
define more precisely the gas plume. It is computed by
a dedicated programme on the basis of the measure-
ments, meteorological information, gas chemical char-
acteristics, etc. The resulting shape is stored in Gasmal.
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Emergency Response Sector
RealIncident
Sectormal
Gasmal
Complaint
MeasurementTask
Measurement
Process
DMSUser
TeamVehicle
Department
Casualty
EventObject
Incident
Hypothetical
DamagePA
PatientCard
DamagedBuilding
DamagedCar
ReliefCentre
InvolvedIn
1. .*
1..25
Assign
0..*
0..*
Describe
0..*
DrawnBy
0..*
0..1
CausedBy
0.. 1
0..*
TravelWith
1. .*
1. .*
Perform
0..*
0..*
PerformedFor
1. .*
ReportAbout
0..*
0..*
CausedBy 1. .*
1. .*
ResponsibeFor
1. .*
1. .*
WorkFor
0. .1
0.. 1SpreadOf
0..*
PatientInjuredIn
1. .*
SumUp
RiskZoneOf
Manage
PatientSentTo
BelongTo Lead
ResultOf
Fig. 1 Conceptual schema for dynamic data: classes together with their associations shown by arrows and association classes
An incident often causes damages in infrastructure and
people. The classes DamagedCar, DamagedBuilding and
EventObject reflect damage in cars, buildings and utility
networks, while Casualty and DamagePA reflect damage
in people and animals. The last two contain dynamic
counts, e.g. number of missing people. These numbers
change in time, and we want to keep track of the
history of changes. The class EventObject is also used for
unclassified spatial objects, i.e. information that cannot
be formally described and is different according to
the incident. The class contains an attribute description
where long descriptive text can be stored. Incident data
together with sectormal, measurements, gas plume and
damages compose the situational information.
A RealIncident is managed by one or more Processes.
As soon as an incident is initiated, the departments
involved in it will be specified. In a real incident, the
number of the involved departments may increase as
new processes are started. Class Department contains
information about a department unit. A department is
responsible for several processes started for the same
incident or processes of different incidents. Several de-
partments may be responsible for the same incident (in
case of large incidents). The association ResponsibleFor
keeps track of the responsible departments for each
process. A department may own one or more vehicles,
e.g. a fire brigade owns trucks and boats. Class Vehicle
keeps information about vehicles, and BelongTo takes
care of the ownership. Class DMSUser contains infor-
mation about the system users, i.e. emergency response
people that are users of the ER system. A system user
is involved in different processes of one or different
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Fig. 2 Part of the conceptual
level showing classes and
their attributes
Class Model::RealIncident
+ disaster_type:  dynamicDT
+ affected_area:  MovingRegion
+ threatened_area:  polygon
+ estimation_time:  timestamp
+ GRIPlevel:  dynamicGRIPval
+  scale:  dynamicScaleLev
+ escalation:  string
+ evacuation_area:  polygon
Class Model::
Sectormal
+ sectors:  string
+ label:  string
+ description:  string
Class Model::Gasmal
+ shape:  MovingRegion
+ label:  string
+ prediction:  MovingRegion
Class Model::Complaint
+ complaintID:  int
+  call_time:  timestamp
+ location:  point
+  report:  string
Class Model::Incident
+ incidentID:  int
+  location:  point
+  fenced_area:  polygon
+ start_time:  datetime
+ end_time:  datetime
+ description:  string
Class Model::Hypothetical
+ disaster_type:  enumDT
0..1SpreadOf
0..1
RiskZoneOf
1. .*
ReportAbout
incidents at different times. The association InvolvedIn
contains the duration of such involvements. During the
response to a disaster incident, several teams are cre-
ated with people from the ER sectors and volunteers.
The class Team keeps information about teams, e.g.
number of its members, position of the team. Not all
persons from a team are necessarily users of the system,
but there is one person who has access to the system.
The association Lead indicates the team member that
is a system user. A team uses a vehicle to travel to
the place of the incident, which is captured by Travel-
With association. The information about the emergency
response sector (classes within the dashed-line box in
Fig. 1) together with processes and their associations
constitute the operational information.
Views from different ER sectors
The model described in the previous section represents
the information that is created and used collectively by
all the first emergency responders. The data collected
by people of one ER sector are used by others within
the sector as well as by people from the other sectors.
However, not all the classes are relevant for all the
sectors. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the classes that are
important for the fire brigade and the paramedics,
respectively. (Diagrams for all the emergency sectors
are provided in Dilo and Zlatanova (2010).)
The fire brigade (ER sector) is responsible for
processes coded 1 to 7 (see Fig. 3). Data are produced
during the execution of these processes (shown by the
‘create’ label). Other data are needed for the execution
of processes, probably created by other sectors (shown
by the ‘use’ label). For example, classes Measurement-
Task and Measurement contain data created by the fire
brigade. They are derived from templates used by the
fire brigade and reflect the information related to giv-
ing order and performing the measurements (see Dilo
and Zlatanova (2010) for more detail). The class Mea-
surementTask contains location where the measurement
should be performed, time of this task assignment and
instructions what to measure. The Measurement con-
tains the results of a measurement task and the time
that the measurement is accomplished.
The paramedics are responsible for processes coded
8 to 10 (see Fig. 4). Data collected by them are related
to injured people and information about relief centres.
A very interesting template is the PatientCard that is
used by paramedics to record data about medical con-
dition of injured people. The information collected in
the patient card is complex, but well structured. The
class PatientCard contains the complete information of
the analogue patient card (GHOR 2008). New data
types are created to reproduce the structure of the
patient card: Triage, Exposure, Treatment, MedicalHistory.
These are used in the PatientCard class to compile the
complete information: personal data, e.g. gender, name,
birth date and address; the place where the person was
found; allergies in case (s)he has; medication that was
given; medical history; the last meal the person has
taken; type of injury, exposure to chemical substances
or radiation; treatment; triage; etc. Triage is a cate-
gorisation that defines the priority levels of handling a
patient in the range of 1 to 4. It is a dynamic process:
a group of medical checks are performed for a patient
in a repeated manner at different places, e.g. at the
incident, in the first aid camp, at the hospital or after
different treatments that are given to him/her. Counts
of patients in each triage category are saved in the
Casualty class, together with few other dynamic counts.
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Process1
Process2
Process3
Process4
Process5
Process6
Process7
Incident
Class Model::RealIncident
+ disaster_type:  dynamicDT
+ affected_area:  MovingRegion
+ threatened_area:  polygon
+ estimation_time:  timestamp
+ GRIPlevel:  dynamicGRIPval
+  scale:  dynamicScaleLev
+ escalation:  string
+ evacuation_area:  polygon
:: Incident
+ incidentID:  int
+  location:  point
+  fenced_area:  polygon
+ start_time:  datetime
+ end_time:  datetime
+ description:  string
Class Model::
Sectormal
+ sectors:  string
+ label:  string
+ description:  string
Class Model::Gasmal
+ shape:  MovingRegion
+ label:  string
+ prediction:  MovingRegion
Class Model::MeasurementTask
+ taskID:  int
+  location:  point
+  assignment_time:  timestamp
+ explosionLEL:  boolean
+ gas_tube_no:  float
+  automess:  boolean
+ automess_sonde:  boolean
+ dosismeter:  boolean
+ protection:  boolean
+ details:  string
Class Model::Measurement
+ measurement_time:  timestamp
+ explosionLEL:  float
+  pumping_no:  int
+  gas_tube_no:  enumBravoV
+ concentration:  float
+  automess1:  float
+  automess2:  float
+  automess_sonda:  float
+  dosismeter:  float
+  details:  string
Class Model::Process
+ process_type:  enumDMProcess
+ start_time:  timestamp
+ end_time:  timestamp
Class Model::EventObject
+ objectID:  int
+  symbol:  enumSymbol
+ description:  string
+ geometry:  geometry
Class Model::DamagePA
+ trapped:  DynamicNum
+ missing:  DynamicNum
+ people2evac:  DynamicNum
+ people2decontam:  DynamicNum
+ animal2decontam:  DynamicNum
+ people4shelter:  DynamicNum
+ people2feed:  DynamicNum
+ animal2feed:  DynamicNum
Class Model::
DamagedBuilding
+ BAGcode:  string
Emergency Response Sector
Class Model::DMSUser
+ DMSuserID:  int
+  userBSN:  string
+ roles:  listURoles [1..10]
Class Model::Team
+ teamID:  int
+  type:  enumTeamType
+ name:  string
+ no_members:  int
+  location:  MovingPoint
Class Model::Vehicle
+ vehicleID:  int
+  vehicleCode:  string
+ location:  MovingPoint
+ /  calculatedETA:  time
Class Model::Department
+ departmentID:  int
+  deptCode:  string
+ safetyRegion:  enumSafetyReg
+ location:  point
use-info
«flow»
WorkFor
use-info
«flow»
BelongTo
TravelWith
use+create
create
«flow»
create
«flow»
create-info
«flow»
create+use
«flow»
use+create
«flow»
Lead
create+use
«flow»
Fig. 3 Information used or created by the fire brigade
Implementation of the model
The conceptual model described in section ‘Data model
for dynamic information’ is translated to a logical data-
base schema for Oracle, followed by another transla-
tion to SQL (Structured Query Language) scripts for
creating the actual tables in Oracle Spatial. We per-
formed automatic translations within Enterprise Ar-
chitect. The result of each translation was modified in
order to get the correct model for the corresponding
level.
Oracle Spatial database schema
Figure 5 shows the logical database schema. The label
PK in front of a column name indicates that it is (part of)
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Incident
Class Model::RealIncident
+ disaster_type:  dynamicDT
+ affected_area:  MovingRegion
+ threatened_area:  polygon
+ estimation_time:  timestamp
+ GRIPlevel:  dynamicGRIPval
+  scale:  dynamicScaleLev
+ escalation:  string
+ evacuation_area:  polygon
:: Incident
+ incidentID:  int
+  location:  point
+  fenced_area:  polygon
+ start_time:  datetime
+ end_time:  datetime
+ description:  string
Class Model::Process
+ process_type:  enumDMProcess
+ start_time:  timestamp
+ end_time:  timestamp
Class Model::Casualty
+ psycologicP:  DynamicNum
+/  triage1:  DynamicNum
+/  triage2:  DynamicNum
+/  triage3:  DynamicNum
+/  triage3n:  DynamicNum
+/  triage4:  DynamicNum
+ dead:  DynamicNum
Class Model::PatientCard
+ patientID:  int
+  gender:  enumGender
+ name:  string
+ birthdate:  date
+ address:  string
+ IDcard:  string
+ tel_family:  string
+ place_found:  string
+ allergy:  string
+ medication:  string
+ pastMR:  MedicalHistory
+ last_meal:  string
+ decontamination:  boolean
+ accident_mech:  string
+ head_diagnose:  string
+ injury:  enumInjury
+ left_pupilR:  boolean
+ right_pupilR:  boolean
+ notes:  string
+ exposure:  Exposure
+ triage_record:  Triage [1..5] {ordered}
+ triage_class:  enumTriage
+ remarks:  string
+ treatment:  Treatment [1..6] {ordered}
Process8
Process9
Process10
Class Model::
Sectormal
+ sectors:  string
+ label:  string
+ description:  string
Emergency Response Sector
Class Model::DMSUser
+ DMSuserID:  int
+  userBSN:  string
+ roles:  listURoles [1..10]
Class Model::Team
+ teamID:  int
+  type:  enumTeamType
+ name:  string
+ no_members:  int
+  location:  MovingPoint
Class Model::Vehicle
+ vehicleID:  int
+  vehicleCode:  string
+ location:  MovingPoint
+ /  calculatedETA:  time
Class Model::Department
+ departmentID:  int
+  deptCode:  string
+ safetyRegion:  enumSafetyReg
+ location:  point
Class Model::ReliefCentre
+ centreID:  int
+  centre_type:  enumRCentreT
+/  capacity:  int
+ /  location:  point
«type»
Triage
+ time:  timestamp
+ eye:  int
+  motoric:  int
+  verbal:  int
+ /  GCS:  int
+  AF:  int
+  RR:  int
+  calculateGCS() : int
+  calculateTotal() : int
«type»
Treatment
+ time:  timestamp
+ place:  enumPlace
+ performed-by:  int
+  triage-class:  enumTriage
+ treatment-type:  enumTreat
+ sort-treat:  string
+ amount-treat:  string
«type»
MedicalHistory
+ Blanco:  boolean
+ Bloedingsneiging:  boolean
+ CVA-Stroke:  boolean
+ Epilepsy:  boolean
+ HartProblems:  boolean
+ HighBloodPressure:  boolean
+ Cancer:  boolean
+ Longaandoeining:  boolean
+ Diabetis:  boolean
+ Unknown:  boolean
+ Other:  string
«type»
Exposure
+ level:  enumExposure
+ radiologic:  enumRadioExp
+ biologic:  string
+ chemic-infect:  enumCHinfect
+  chemic-type:  enumCHtype
+ chemic-name:  string
use+create
«flow»
TravelWith
BelongTo
WorkFor
use-info
«flow»
use-info
«flow»
create-info
«flow»
create-info
«flow»
create-info
«flow»
Lead
Fig. 4 Information used or created by the paramedics
a primary key, FK indicates that it is a foreign key, pfK
indicates that it is (part of) a primary key that is also
a foreign key, and * indicates that the column cannot
be empty. For each class in the conceptual level, there
is a corresponding table in the logical level. All the
one-to-one and one-to-many associations are resolved
by primary key—foreign key relations; a new table is
created for the many-to-many associations.
The automatic translation does not resolve correctly
association classes, dependencies and their identifiers,
identifiers consisting of more than one attribute, and
specific data types. For example, the association class
InvolvedIn between DMSUser and Process is translated
to a table resolving the many-to-may association and
another separate table containing the attributes, which
has no relations to the concerned tables. We replaced
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Casualty
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 psycologicP:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 triage1:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 triage2:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 triage3:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 triage3n:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 triage4:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 dead:  DYNAMIC_NUM
Complaint
«column»
*PK complaintID:  NUMBER(20)
 FK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 call_time:  TIMESTAMP
 location:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
 report:  CLOB
DamagedBuilding
«column»
*FK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 BAGcode:  VARCHAR2(20)
DamagedCar
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
*PK plate_no:  VARCHAR2(10)
DamagePA
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 trapped:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 missing:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 people2evac:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 people2decontam:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 animal2decontam:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 people4shelter:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 people2feed:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 animal2feed:  EXPOSURE
Department
«column»
*PK departmentID:  NUMBER(10)
 deptCode:  VARCHAR2(20)
 safetyRegion:  NUMBER(2)
 location:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
DeptResponsibe4Proc
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
*pfK process_type:  NUMBER(2)
*pfK deptID:  NUMBER(10)
 start_time:  TIMESTAMP
 end_time:  TIMESTAMP
DMSUser
«column»
*PK DMSuserID:  NUMBER(15)
 FK deptID:  NUMBER(10)
 userBSN:  VARCHAR2(10)
UserInProcess
«column»
*pfK userID:  NUMBER(15)
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
*PK process_type:  NUMBER(2)
 start_time:  TIMESTAMP
 end_time:  TIMESTAMP
 role:  NUMBER(3)
EventObject
«column»
*PK objectID:  NUMBER(38)
 FK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 FK userID:  NUMBER(15)
 symbol:  NUMBER(2)
 description:  VARCHAR2(50)
 geometry:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
Gasmal
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 shape:  MOVING_REGION
 label:  VARCHAR2(50)
 prediction:  MOVING_REGION
Hypothetical
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 disaster_type:  NUMBER(2)
Incident
«column»
*PK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 location:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
 fenced_area:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
 start_time:  DATE
 end_time:  DATE
 description:  VARCHAR2(200)
Measurement
«column»
*PK taskID:  NUMBER(38)
 FK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 FK AGSuserID:  NUMBER(15)
 location:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
 assignment_time:  TIMESTAMP
 task_explosionLEL:  CHAR(1)
 gas_tube_no:  FLOAT
 task_automess:  CHAR(1)
 task_automess_sonde:  CHAR(1)
 task_dosismeter:  CHAR(1)
 protection:  CHAR(1)
 task_details:  VARCHAR2(200)
 FK teamID:  NUMBER(20)
 explosionLEL:  FLOAT
 pumping_no:  NUMBER(4)
 gas_tube:  NUMBER(2)
 concentration:  FLOAT
 automess1:  FLOAT
 automess2:  FLOAT
 automess_sonda:  FLOAT
 dosismeter:  FLOAT
 meas_time:  TIMESTAMP
 meas_details:  VARCHAR2(200)
 fed2gasmal:  TIMESTAMP
PatientCard
«column»
*PK  patientID:  NUMBER(15)
 FK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 FK centreID:  NUMBER(10)
 gender:  NUMBER(1)
 name:  VARCHAR2(50)
 birthdate:  DATE
 address:  VARCHAR2(100)
 IDcard:  VARCHAR2(20)
 tel_family:  VARCHAR2(20)
 place_found:  VARCHAR2(50)
 allergy:  VARCHAR2(50)
 medication:  VARCHAR2(50)
 pastMR:  MEDICAL_HISTORY
 last_meal:  VARCHAR2(50)
 decontamination:  CHAR(1)
 accident_mech:  VARCHAR2(50)
 head_diagnose:  VARCHAR2(50)
 injury:  NUMBER(1)
 left_pupilR:  CHAR(1)
 right_pupilR:  CHAR(1)
 notes:  VARCHAR2(200)
 exposure:  EXPOSURE
 triage_record:  TRIAGE [1..5]
 triage_class:  NUMBER(1)
 remarks:  VARCHAR2(200)
 treatment:  TREATMENT [1..6]
Process
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
*PK process_type:  NUMBER(2)
 start_time:  TIMESTAMP
 end_time:  TIMESTAMP
RealIncident
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 disaster_type:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 affected_area:  MOVING_REGION
 threatened_area:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
 estimation_time:  TIMESTAMP
 GRIPlevel:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 scale:  DYNAMIC_NUM
 escalation:  VARCHAR2(50)
 evacuation_area:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
ReliefCentre
«column»
*PK centreID:  NUMBER(10)
 centre_type:  NUMBER(1)
 capacity:  NUMBER(10)
 location:  MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
Sectormal
«column»
*pfK incidentID:  NUMBER(15)
 sectors:  VARCHAR2(50)
 label:  VARCHAR2(50)
 description:  VARCHAR2(200)
Team
«column»
*PK teamID:  NUMBER(20)
 FK leaderID:  NUMBER(15)
 FK vehicleID:  NUMBER(15)
 team_type:  NUMBER(2)
 name:  VARCHAR2(50)
 no_members:  NUMBER(2)
 location:  MOVING_POINT
Vehicle
«column»
*PK vehicleID:  int
 FK deptID:  NUMBER(10)
 vehicleCode:  VARCHAR2(20)
 calculatedETA:  TIMESTAMP
 location:  MOVING_POINT
0.. 1
1. .*
1. .*
+BelongTo
1. .*
+WorkFor
1. .*
+CausedBy
0..*
+CausedBy
0..*
1. .*
1. .*
+LeadBy
0..*
+DrawnBy
0..*
+ReportAbout
1. .*
+Describe
0..*
+Manage
1..25
0.. 1
+PerformedFor
0..*
+SentTo
1. .*
+PerformedBy
0..*
+PatientInjuredIn0..*
+TravelWith 0..*
0..*
0..*
+RsikZoneOf
0..1
+SpreadOf
0..1
+AssignedBy
0..*
Fig. 5 Logical schema for dynamic data: oracle spatial tables and relationships
the two tables with a new table, UserInProcess, that is
a merge of the two separate tables. Classes Sectormal,
Gasmal and Casualty that are dependent on RealIncident
are converted to tables that have no relation with the
RealIncident. The identifier of RealIncident ought to be
the identifier for each of these tables. Instead, the trans-
lation adds a superfluous attribute to each table as its
identifier. The identifier of Process is the attribute pair
(incidentID, process_type), while the automatic transla-
tion has added the superfluous attribute processID as
the primary key of the table. The translation assumes
a primary key attribute named after the table name,
and adds the attribute in case there is no such. For
example, EventObject contains an attribute objectID as
identifier, whereas the translation added an attribute
eventObjectID as primary key for the table. Several data
types in the data model require special treatment, e.g.
the spatial types, enumeration types, and boolean. The
spatial types were changed to MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY,
which is the spatial type of Oracle Spatial for all point,
line, polygon and solid types. The enumeration types
were changed to NUMBER(); the numeric values are used
as codes that refer to values in the enumeration list. The
boolean types were changed to CHAR(1), and a check
constraint is added to restrict values to true and false.
The logical schema produced by the automatic trans-
lation was corrected for all the above-mentioned prob-
lems. Afterward, a model transformation was applied
within Enterprise Architect to the corrected logical
schema. This second transformation translates the logi-
cal model to SQL scripts for creating the actual tables in
Oracle Spatial. The automatic generation cannot han-
dle the enumeration lists. Also, the new data types need
special treatment. We implemented the enumeration
lists as (look-up) tables in Oracle. For example, the
attribute process_type takes values from a look-up
table Process_Type containing information for all the
processes. The table Process_Type is created from:
CREATE TABLE Process_Type (
code NUMBER(2) CONSTRAINT
PK_Process_Type PRIMARY KEY,
value_EN VARCHAR2(70),
value_NL VARCHAR2(70)
);
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It is then filled with information for all the processes.
Values of process_type attribute are constrained to
codes available in Process_Type table, by its declara-
tion inside the Process table:
CREATE TABLE Process (
...
process_type NUMBER(2) CONSTRAINT
REF_Process REFERENCES Process_Type,
...
);
The new data types were added manually to the SQL
scripts. For example, the patient card uses the new data
type Exposure, which is created by:
CREATE TYPE Exposure AS OBJECT (
level NUMBER(1),
radiologic NUMBER(1),
biologic VARCHAR2(25),
chemic_infect NUMBER(1),
chemic_type NUMBER(1),
chemic_name VARCHAR2(25)
);
Very important for the model are the temporal and
spatiotemporal data types: DYNAMIC_NUM for dynamics
counts, e.g. number of missing people; MOVING_POINT
for dynamic points, e.g. position of a team in the field;
and MOVING_REGION, e.g. the gas plume.
The general approach for temporal data in DBMS
is to consider all the records as facts, which can be
associated with time when the facts are valid (time
stamps). Time stamps are added at the record (object)
level or at the attribute level. This is the common
approach used also by the most GIS or CAD/AEC
systems. Several temporal models have been proposed;
some of the models store change at the instant it occurs,
others store the period during which a fact or a database
state exists (Zaniolo et al. 1997). Classical research
on spatiotemporal databases has focused on discrete
changes: sporadic events (volcano eruptions and earth-
quakes), stepwise constant changes (headquarter of
field operational team); later research concentrates on
continuous changes and uses the term moving objects
(Güting et al. 2000; Güting and Schneider 2005). The
latter is followed in this implementation. The value of
MOVING_POINT attribute is stored as a sequence of pairs
point location and time, and a MOVING_REGION as a
sequence of pairs polygon geometry and time. Different
interpolation techniques can be used for calculating
point position and polygon shape for any moment of
time (see Meratnia (2005) and Meratnia and de By
(2003) for moving point interpolation).
We use nested tables in Oracle for the dynamic
types. For example, to create MOVING_POINT type, first
an object type is created containing a time instance and
point location, which is then used to build the sequence
as a table of such objects:
CREATE TYPE MPointInst AS OBJECT (
meas_time TIMESTAMP,
point_geo MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
);
/
CREATE TYPE MOVING_POINT AS TABLE OF
MPointInst;
/
These new data types are used in tables containing
attributes of a dynamic nature. For example, Team table
has an attribute position that is a moving point. The
SQL command that creates the Team table:
CREATE TABLE Team (
teamID NUMBER(20) CONSTRAINT PK_Team
PRIMARY KEY,
name VARCHAR2(20),
team_type NUMBER(2) REFERENCES
TeamType,
no_members NUMBER(2),
leaderID NUMBER(15) REFERENCES
DM_SUser,
vehicleID NUMBER(15) REFERENCES
Vehicle,
position MOVING_POINT
)
NESTED TABLE position STORE AS
TeamPosition;
provides as well for an internal storage table
TeamPosition, where the data of the nested table col-
umn are placed. The following section discusses about
the storage, analysis and visualisation of spatiotempo-
ral data.
Spatiotemporal data visualisation and analysis
A spatiotemporal attribute can be filled by adding val-
ues (point location or polygon shape) for each time in-
stant one by one, or a block of values at once. Suppose
we have GPS logs for the position of a team in the field
and have put the data in a temporary table GPStrack,
which contains:
desc GPStrack;
Name Null? Type
-------- -------- --------
USERID NUMBER(11)
TIME_ CHAR(19)
GEOMETRY MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY
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To insert the data from this flat table into the Team
table in our model, e.g. for team with ID = 16, the
following statement is executed:
INSERT INTO Team(teamID, position)
VALUES(16, CAST(
MULTISET(SELECT MPointInst(time_,
geometry)
FROM GPSTrack
WHERE userid = 16 )
AS MOVING_POINT )
);
Each individual record of a spatiotemporal attribute
can be accessed by performing an un-nesting of the
table. For example, the following statement returns the
trajectory of team 16 that was entered above.
SELECT tp.meas_time, tp.point_geo
FROM THE(SELECT position
FROM Team
WHERE teamID = 16) tp;
For the purpose of visualisation with web ser-
vices (Scholten et al. 2008), spatiotemporal data are
converted to spatial data. We create views to perform
an un-nesting of tables that turns the spatiotemporal
types to spatial types, which can be accessed by any
standard Web service or commercial software. Meta-
data are added for the spatial attributes created from
un-nesting in order to visualise the data. Figure 6a
shows the (dynamic) positions of six teams in the field
by visualising data from the view TeamTracking that is
created from the Team table by:
CREATE VIEW TeamTracking AS
SELECT t.teamID, t.team_type, t.name,
t.no_members, t.vehicleID, p.*
FROM Team t, TABLE(t.position) p;
which structure is
desc TeamTracking;
Name Null? Type
-------- -------- --------
TEAMID NOT NULL NUMBER(20)
TEAM_TYPE NUMBER(2)
NAME VARCHAR2(20)
NO_MEMBERS NUMBER(2)
VEHICLEID NUMBER(15)
MEAS_TIME TIMESTAMP(0)
POINT_GEO SDO
_GEOMETRY()
The spatiotemporal data are to be used in the
analysis that is performed to help the decision-making
process during an emergency. For example, an AGS
adviser (for dangerous substances) needs to know the
positions of measurement teams in the last two hours.
This requires analysis of dynamic data: selecting the
(a) (b)
Fig. 6 a Trajectories of six teams in the field; b trajectories of the
measurements teams in the last 2 h of an incident
positions of measurement teams (TEAM_TYPE = 2) since
2 h from the actual time. Figure 6a shows the trajecto-
ries of six teams in the field, and Fig. 6b the positions
of the measurement teams (12 and 14) in the last two
hours.
Analysis usually requires combination of existing
data with the dynamic data, which in turn requires com-
bination of spatial functionality (on static data) with
spatiotemporal functionality. For example, to organise
the evacuation procedure during an incident the com-
mand and control centre needs information about the
threatened area (dynamic data), residential buildings
and the number of registered people in these buildings
(static data).
Spatiotemporal operators are to be build on the
spatiotemporal types introduced in ‘Spatiotemporal
data visualisation and analysis’ to provide the function-
ality for data analysis. These functions should provide
for resolving typical queries during the emergency re-
sponse, e.g. find police vehicles that are in a radius of
5 km from the incident; which police car is the closest
to the incident; calculate the route for an ambulance,
which does not overlap with the gas plume; evaluate
the evacuation area for the next 8 h from the gas plume
shape and its prediction.
Conclusions and future work
This paper presented a spatiotemporal model to handle
operational and situational information in emergency
response. It was developed after a careful investigation
of the information flow from processes performed by
the first responders: fire brigade, paramedics, police
and municipality. It practically represents pieces of
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information that are currently collected in an analogue
way (paper templates), via telephone or digitally (but
stored in an unstructured way). It captures the type of
disaster, the involvement of response sectors (allowing
registration of their locations), consequences of disas-
ters for people, animals and infrastructure and captures
other significant objects. The model is derived from the
organisation of emergency response in the Netherlands.
Nevertheless, the information that is presented in the
model is general for the emergency response to disas-
ter incidents in any country. To our knowledge, it is
as well one of the first disaster-independent models.
Besides some top–down models such as the model of
Department of Homeland Security Geospatial model
(DHS-GDM 2009), a large amount of emergency re-
sponse models have been developed for a specific dis-
aster type, emergency organisation or specific activities
(Zlatanova et al. 2010).
The model is currently tested for the management
of spatiotemporal data as being the most challenging.
Further experiments are needed to validate all the
developments and especially the digital replacements
of the templates used by the fire brigade and the para-
medics. Appropriate digital templates and interfaces
(on mobile devices) are needed as well.
Further extension of the model would be to accom-
modate higher GRIP levels which means involvement
of a wider range of organisations, more actors (i.e. peo-
ple with specified roles) and wider range of informa-
tion. The model is to be part of a complete ER system
where the dynamic data will be combined with existing
data accessed via the internet. Investigation of the func-
tionality needed over this combination followed by the
development of such functionality is another direction
for future work.
The model will be further linked to other existing
and dynamic models applying spatial reasoning ap-
proaches. It should be realised that emergency response
may face a large variety of data and no model can
be able to predict and classify all possible variations.
Geographical information used in emergency response
may have different terms (and definitions), data struc-
ture, format, specification etc. and can be maintained
by distinct institutions. The heterogeneity of data can
be very high and transformation between geographical
data is inevitable. One of the most complex problems
to solve is semantic heterogeneity. In this respect it is
expected that ontology will help in defining the mean-
ing of terms, which will reduce the time for transfor-
mation and integration of data (Fan and Zlatanova
2010; Xu et al. 2008). Furthermore, ontology can sup-
port context-related search of data. If the data are not
relevant to the context, it is useless to the user in that
situation. Ontology based systems will allow the user to
communicate with the system and between themselves
in a more natural way.
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